
Family Support Materials
Linear Equations and Linear Systems
Here are the video lesson summaries for Grade 8, Unit 4: Linear Equations and Linear
Systems. Each video highlights key concepts and vocabulary that students learn across one
or more lessons in the unit. The content of these video lesson summaries is based on the
written Lesson Summaries found at the end of lessons in the curriculum. The goal of these
videos is to support students in reviewing and checking their understanding of important
concepts and vocabulary. Here are some possible ways families can use these videos:

Keep informed on concepts and vocabulary students are learning about in class.

Watch with their student and pause at key points to predict what comes next or think
up other examples of vocabulary terms (the bolded words).

Consider following the Connecting to Other Units links to review the math concepts
that led up to this unit or to preview where the concepts in this unit lead to in future
units.

Grade 8, Unit 4: Linear Equations and Linear Systems Vimeo YouTube

Video 1: Solving Linear Equations in One Variable (Lessons 1–4) Link Link

Video 2: Solving Any Linear Equation (Lessons 5–6) Link Link

Video 3: Equations with Different Numbers of Solutions (Lessons
7–8)

Link Link

Video 4: Systems of Equations (Lessons 10–12) Link Link

Video 5: Solving Systems of Equations (Lessons 13–15) Link Link

Video 1

Video 'VLS G8U4V1 Solving Linear Equations in One Variable (Lessons 1–4)' available here:
https://player.vimeo.com/video/481928840.

•
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https://vimeo.com/481928840/a77d0b4d74
https://youtu.be/2hbjl6r3dTk
https://vimeo.com/481932761/ad6d0d7acc
https://youtu.be/FdMP1w1Kjz4
https://vimeo.com/481727762/ae068cc031
https://youtu.be/TAo0pBpoQ28
https://vimeo.com/481741092/d51ee1aaa8
https://youtu.be/dmsz4W_c8eo
https://vimeo.com/487590758/647331e557
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgiUHd1ke8s


Video 2

Video 'VLS G8U4V2 Solving Any Linear Equation (Lessons 5–6)' available here:
https://player.vimeo.com/video/481932761.

Video 3

Video 'VLS G8U4V3 Equations with Different Numbers of Solutions (Lessons 7–8)' available
here: https://player.vimeo.com/video/481727762.

Video 4

Video 'VLS G8U4V4 Systems of Equations (Lessons 10–12)' available here:
https://player.vimeo.com/video/481741092.

Video 5

Video 'VLS G8U4V5 Solving Systems of Equations (Lessons 13–15)' available here:
https://player.vimeo.com/video/487590758.
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Puzzle Problems
Family Support Materials 1

This week your student will work on solving linear equations. We can think of a balanced
hanger as a metaphor for an equation. An equation says that the expressions on either
side have equal value, just like a balanced hanger has equal weights on either side.

If we have a balanced hanger
and add or remove the same
amount of weight from each
side, the result will still be in
balance.

We can do this with equations as well: adding or subtracting the same amount from both
sides of an equation keeps the sides equal to each other. For example, if and

have equal value, we can write an equation . We could add
-10 to both sides of the equation or divide both sides of the equation by 2 and keep the
sides equal to each other. Using these moves in systematic ways, we can find that is
a solution to this equation.

Here is a task to try with your student:

Elena and Noah work on the equation together. Elena’s solution is

and Noah’s solution is . Here is their work:
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Elena: Noah:

Do you agree with their solutions? Explain or show your reasoning.

Solution:

No, they both have errors in their solutions.

Elena multiplied both sides of the equation by 2 in her first step, but forgot to multiply the
by the 2. We can also check Elena’s answer by replacing with 24 in the original

equation and seeing if the equation is true.

Since 14 is not equal to 38, Elena’s answer is not correct.

Noah divided both sides by -3 in his last step, but wrote -8 instead of for . We can
also check Noah’s answer by replacing with -8 in the original equation and seeing if the
equation is true. Noah’s answer is not correct.
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Systems of Linear Equations
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This week your student will work with systems of equations. A system of equations is a set
of 2 (or more) equations where the letters represent the same values. For example, say
Car A is traveling 75 miles per hour and passes a rest area. The distance in miles it has
traveled from the rest area after hours is . Car B is traveling toward the rest area
and its distance from the rest area at any time is . We can ask if there is ever a
time when the distance of Car A from the rest area is the same as the distance of Car B
from the rest area. If the answer is “yes,” then the solution will correspond to one point
that is on both lines, such as the point shown here. 0.1 hours after Car A passes
the rest area, both cars will be 7.5 miles from the rest area.

We could also answer the question without using a graph. Since we are asking when the
values for each car will be the same, we are asking for what value, if any,
makes true. Solving this equation for , we find that is a solution
and at that time the cars are 7.5 miles away since . This finding
matches the graph.

Here is a task to try with your student:

Lin and Diego are biking the same direction on the same path, but start at different times.
Diego is riding at a constant speed of 18 miles per hour, so his distance traveled in miles
can be represented by and the time he has traveled in hours by , where . Lin
started riding a quarter hour before Diego at a constant speed of 12 miles per hour, so her
total distance traveled in miles can be represented by , where . When will

Lin and Diego meet?

Solution:
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To find when Lin and Diego meet, that is, when they have traveled the same total distance,
we can set the two equations equal to one another: . Solving this

equation for ,

They meet after Diego rides for one half hour and Lin rides for three quarters of an hour.
The distance they each travel before meeting is 9 miles, since . Another way to

find a solution would be to graph both and on the same

coordinate plane and interpret the point where these lines intersect.
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